
Act One 
Roles to be Filled 

 
This is an ensemble cast of 16 or more where most 

actors will play multiple roles, many of which require 

specific accents. We will be casting 10-12 men, 8-10 

women, and  one boy. Roles include two African-

American actors, one male and one female. 

Aunt Kate - Hart’s aunt who lives with his family 
when he is a child; age mid-40s, upper class English 
accent. 

Mossy -  Hart in his early childhood years; age 10-13; 
actor also plays Bernie. 

Moss - Hart in his teens and young adult years; age 
16 to 26. 

Hart -  Hart at the age he wrote his memoir, Act One; age 55.  

Lillie Hart - Hart's mother; age mid-30s to mid-40s; Cockney accent. 

Barnett Hart - Hart's father; age mid-30s to early 50s. Cockney accent. 

George -  Hart's neighborhood friend who works for a theatrical producer, Hart's dream job; age late 
teens to mid-20s. 

Augustus Pitou Jr. -  A theatrical producer who gives Hart his first job; age in 50s. 

Belle -  Augustus Pitou's secretary; age late 20s to early 30s. 

Irving -  A friend of Hart's and fellow office boy in a theatrical producer' office; late teens to mid-20s. 

Eddie - A friend of Hart's who hires him to direct amateur theater and assist him with the social 
activites at a resort in the Catskills; age late teens to late 20s. 

Phyllis - A worker at the Clara Hirsch Home For Working Girls where Aunt Kate lives; age early 20s to 
early 30s.  

Bernie - Hart's younger brother; age 10 to 13; actor also plays Mossy. 

Mrs. Henry B. Harris -  Owner of the Hudson Theater who develops an interest in Hart's first 
play, The Beloved Bandit; age 40s to 50s.   

Priestly Morrison - Director of The Beloved Bandit; age 40s.  



Joseph Reagan - Leading man in The Beloved Bandit; age mid-late 20s. 

Charles Gilpin -  An African-American actor who Hart plays opposite in Eugene O'Neill's play, The 
Emperor Jones; age late 30s to early 40s. 

Basil Dean - An egotistical British director who refues to hire Hart for a small part in The Constant 
Nymph; age 40s. 

Dore Schary - Eddie's friend who helps get Hart's play Once In A Lifetime to the producer Jed Harris; 
age late teens to early 20s. 

Jed Harris -  A producer who takes an interest in Hart's Once In A Lifetime, but decides not to 
produce it; age early 50s.    

Frieda Fishbein -  A highly respected literary agent who connects Hart with the producer Sam Harris 
and his colleague Max Siegel; age 40s. 

Sam Harris -  A producer who champions Hart's Once In A Lifetime, introduces Hart to George S. 
Kaufman, and produces Once In A Lifetime on Broadway; late 40s to early 50s. 

Max Siegel - Producer Sam Harris' general manager; age 40s. 

George S. Kaufman -  A very successful playwright and drama critic for The New York Times when 
Hart begins to collaborate with him on Once In A Lifetime; age early 40s. 

Mrs. Rosenbloom - A fellow tenant in Hart's apartment building; age 50s. 

Beatrice Kaufman - George S. Kaufman's wife; age late 30s to early 40s. 

Wally -  The seasoned and weary stage manager; age mid-40s. 

Roz, Muriel, Ida - The Follies girls; age 20s. 

May - Lead role in Moss/Kaufman play; age late 20s to early 30s. 

Helen - An old friend of May's and now an important film columnist; age mid-30s to early 40s. 

Jerry - Lead role in Moss/Kaufman play; age late 20s to early 30s. 

Characters in the play - Caroline Tontefract (age early-mid 40s, English accent); Sir John Caroline 
Tontefract (age mid-40s to 50, English accent); Miss Hester Worsley (age mid-30s) 

Dorothy Parker, Langston Hughes, Alexander Woolcott - Prominent writers of the 1920s who Hart 
meets at a party given by the Kaufmans; age mid-30s to mid-40s.   

Boarders, Actors, Stage Managers, Ushers, Maids 


